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Take Two 2010-01-26

twin sisters payton and emma have learned that trading faces can lead to twin dentical chaos and
they ve promised never to do it again but just to be sure that they ve really learned their lesson
the school counselor has a punishment in store and they re not going to be sitting through
detention or hyperventilating through detention in emma s case instead emma s tutoring a math
hating eight year old boy who brings a creepy reptile to every lesson meanwhile payton has to
keep an eye on his brother and help the drama club with their musical but she s not going to be
onstage she ll be under it oh and the boys they re identical twins too when things start spinning
out of control will it take another twin switch to sort it out and just how many switches are going
on at once in the end it s good to have a twin who s got your back as well as your face

Times Squared 2011-01-18

identical twin sisters payton and emma mills have traded faces and created twin dentical chaos at
school and at home but you haven t seen anything yet payton and emma are off to twin vade new
york city payton s drama club plans a field trip to see an off broadway show and emma s mathletes



team will compete in an elite competition sounds twin tastic but payton never imagined the star
of the show would be ashlynn her old nemesis from summer camp whose chores payton traded
for designer clothes are payton s summer slave days coming back to haunt her or will she be saved
by a flip flop twin swap emma has her own nemesis to face she and jazmine james are on the same
team but teamwork not so much since jazmine is in it to win it will emma have to twin it payton
and emma must do a twins formation to rescue each other again and again not again toss in cute
boys crazy triplet poofy pomeranian stage puppies and new york city and things get a little twin
sane is the big city ready for payton and emma or is it emma and payton and their mixed up
mayhem which is which in the biggest twin switch yet

Cordially Uninvited 2013-04-16

when eleven year old claire is invited to serve as a junior bridesmaid at the wedding of her cousin
a commoner to the prince of england she learns that another social climbing junior bridesmaid is
trying to keep the wedding from happening and it is up to claire to stop her from spoiling the big
day



Yellow Star 2006

from 1939 when sylvia is four years old to 1945 when she has just turned ten a jewish girl and
her family struggle to survive in poland s lodz ghetto during the nazi occupation based on the true
story of the author s aunt who later used the name sylvia

Playing Atari with Saddam Hussein 2018-09-06

video game villains and real life dictators dominate daily life for eleven year old ali ali fadhil has
very simple likes and dislikes it is 1991 in iraq and all ali wants to do is read his comics and play
football and video games but president saddam hussein has other plans after he invades
neighbouring kuwait the u s and their allies launch operation desert storm to force him out over
the next forty three days ali and his family would survive bombings food shortages and constant
fear cinematic and timely this is the story of how war changed one boy s destiny forever and
would one day bring him face to face with saddam himself at the un trial



Double Feature 2012-01-03

payton and emma are headed for celebrity status in this l a adventure after their adventures in
new york city identical twins payton and emma mills thought life would go back to normal but
when the girls are asked to star in a teen sheen shampoo commercial they can t resist especially
because the shoot is in hollywood suddenly life isn t so normal especially when it involves
ashlynn payton s camp nemesis a supercute heartthrob singer and a cutthroat movie star wannabe
when a mix up at the commercial threatens to shut down production can payton emma and their
twin switching ways save the day or will they have to say good bye to hollywood

Essentials of Holocaust Education 2016-03-17

essentials of holocaust education fundamental issues and approaches is a comprehensive guide for
pre and in service educators preparing to teach about this watershed event in human history an
original collection of essays by holocaust scholars teacher educators and classroom teachers it covers
a full range of issues relating to holocaust education with the goal of helping teachers to help
students gain a deep and thorough understanding of why and how the holocaust was perpetrated



both conceptual and pragmatic it delineates key rationales for teaching the holocaust provides
useful historical background information for teachers and offers a wide array of practical
approaches for teaching about the holocaust various chapters address teaching with film and
literature incorporating the use of primary accounts into a study of the holocaust using technology
to teach the holocaust and gearing the content and instructional approaches and strategies to age
appropriate audiences a ground breaking and highly original book essentials of holocaust education
will help teachers engage students in a study of the holocaust that is compelling thought
provoking and reflective

Meet Isabel and Nicki 2023-09-05

isabel and nicki hoffman may be twins but they re each one of a kind isabel loves dancing with
her friends while nicki prefers skateboarding alone in december 1999 the girls create a list of
challenges to complete before midnight on new year s eve but just before the new millennium
arrives disaster strikes will the most momentous night of their lives be a twin win or a sister
setback
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Mindblind 2011

a boy with asperger s syndrome proves he s a genius

Wish I Might 2012-06-01

it s a sparkling magical summer for willa it s july on cape cod and willa havisham isn t so happy
about her boyfriend jfk being away all summer at baseball training camp with best friend tina and
ruby edging her out lately willa wonders what the summer will bring it turns out there are
plenty of surprises in store for one there s been a mermaid sighting there s also a boy named will
who claims to be her long lost brother he shares willa s sea blue eyes but willa wonders what
secrets he s hiding and what this news will mean for her famous wedding planner mother it s



going to be a summer filled with fireworks for sure

Yellow Star 2008-05-22

yellow star

Stanford Wong Flunks Big-Time (The Millicent Min Trilogy,
Book 2) 2015-04-28

stanford wong is in big trouble or as he would spell it trubble in this laugh out loud companion to
the award winning millicent min girl genius stanford wong is having a bad summer if he flunks
his summer school english class he won t pass sixth grade if that happens he won t start on the a
team if that happens his friends will abandon him and emily ebers won t like him anymore and if
that happens his life will be over then his parents are fighting his grandmother yin yin hates her
new nursing home he s being tutored by the world s biggest nerdball millicent min and he s not
sure his ballpoint emily tattoo is ever going to wash off but stanford wong has a few things going
for him he has yin yin s fantastic dim sum he has his magic jade pendant source of all his



basketball skill he has this amazing new book called the outsiders he s just discovered he may
even have millicent and stanford realizes that that might just be enough to save his summer if he
can pull it all together in time

Caring Hearts and Critical Minds 2023-10-10

imagine if going to school meant more than preparing kids for a test teaching a canned curriculum
and training students for their future as workers what if school were also about cultivating
students to be caring community involved citizens and critical creative thinkers who love to read
in caring hearts critical minds teacher author steven wolk shows teachers how to help students
become better readers as well as better people i want my students to be thinkers and have rich
conversations regarding critical issues in the text and be able to formulate opinions regarding these
issues says leslie rector a sixth grade teacher who collaborated with wolk on some of the units
featured in this book wolk demonstrates how to integrate inquiry learning exciting and
contemporary literature and teaching for social responsibility across the curriculum he takes
teachers step by step through the process of designing an inquiry based literature unit and then
provides five full units used in real middle grade classrooms featuring a remarkable range of



recommended resources and hundreds of novels from across the literary genres caring hearts
critical minds gives teachers a blueprint for creating dynamic units with rigorous lessons about
topics kids care about sfrom media and the environment to personal happiness and global poverty
wolk shows teachers how to find stimulating real world complex texts called for in the common
core state standards and integrate them into literature units i know from experience that a great
book changes the reader says karen tellez an eighth grade teacher featured in the book for me
books have helped me escape fall in love recover from heartbreak and have broken open my
mind from the age of twelve i hope my students gain better reading comprehension confidence as
readers connections to the characters and events a curiosity for the world and tolerance for others
caring hearts critical minds shows teachers how to turn these hopes and goals into reality

The Joy of Children's Literature 2023-12-18

fully updated research and inclusion of recent children s book titles including more diverse and
inclusive literature such as lgbtq children s books new read watch listen resources within each
chapter new activities for professional development and print and online resources sections new
emphases and expanded attention to censorship and diversity



Integrating Multicultural Literature in Libraries and Classrooms
in Secondary Schools 2007-05-01

reach students across all cultures with multicultural literature help all students learn to read
comprehend and gain information literacy skills through multicultural literature use this book to
provide hands on instruction to help students connect learn and achieve adequate yearly progress
ayp sample standards based integrated lesson plans and curriculum units show teachers how to
really integrate multicultural materials in their lessons to help all students achieve this is an
excellent resource for teachers and librarians who teach and motivate english language learners ell
and students from all cultures

Dwell 2006-02

at dwell we re staging a minor revolution we think that it s possible to live in a house or
apartment by a bold modern architect to own furniture and products that are exceptionally well
designed and still be a regular human being we think that good design is an integral part of real



life and that real life has been conspicuous by its absence in most design and architecture
magazines

Essentials of Integrating the Language Arts 2017-05-12

b 11 sports books

Jars of Hope 2016

tells irena sendler s story of saving 2 500 children during the holocaust

Take Two 2011-08-02

payton and emma left a trail of chaos in their wake when they traded faces just for fun this time
they ll switch places to help each other and their friends out of a ginormous mess payton is
helping out on the middle school musical while emma puts her brains to use by tutoring more
like twotoring identical twin boys but when the boys turn out to be double trouble payton and



emma s worlds collide and lead to more middle school mix ups and mayhem in the end payton
and emma realize that no matter what they have each other s backs as well as faces

Teach for Authentic Engagement 2023-07-24

finding meaning vitality and community is the purpose of engagement and school itself authentic
engagement is a choice students make every day to bring themselves to their learning work and
relationships rather than simply go through the motions of school it means sharing experiences
asking questions trying new things making mistakes and allowing themselves to be seen heard
and cared for it s an active choice that can lead to tremendous growth and satisfaction in teach for
authentic engagement lauren porosoff shows how to design instruction that lets students with
diverse interests strengths needs identities and values connect to their learning included are
strategies tools and classroom anecdotes that help students engage with the content so it becomes a
source of meaning in their lives engage with their work so it becomes a source of vitality engage
with each other so the class becomes a source of community it takes intellectual and emotional
effort to teach in a way that fosters authentic engagement but when students feel connected to the
content they engage with their work and when they feel like their learning matters they use



that learning to understand and respect each other

The Boy in the Striped Pajamas - Literature Kit Gr. 7-8
2014-11-19

experience this powerful story about childhood innocence friendship and suffering set at
auschwitz concentration camp during world war ii assess students comprehension of the novel and
explore their personal reactions to the events of the book imagine what bruno sees from his
bedroom window that makes him feel cold and unsafe explore bruno s state of mind by detailing
the lesson he learns from his conversation with maria and what experiences he thinks he shares
with her identify statements about the story as either bruno or his mother s description of herr
roller match vocabulary words from the novel with their meanings describe how bruno s
perspective is different from gretel s because he is getting to know maria pavel and schmuel
aligned to your state standards and written to bloom s taxonomy additional crossword word search
comprehension quiz and answer key are also included about the novel the boy in the striped
pajamas is a classic story told from the point of view of a young german boy as he befriends a
jewish boy at a concentration camp nine year old bruno lives with his family at auschwitz



concentration camp they move there when bruno s father is prompted to commandant while at
his new home bruno meets and befriends a young boy named shmuel who lives on the other side
of the wire fence that surrounds the camp one day bruno s mother convinces his father to let the
family move back to berlin before they leave bruno disguises himself and sneaks into the camp to
help his friend find his missing father

Twenty-First-Century Kids, Twenty-First-Century Librarians
2010

inspired by a new generation of librarians and children the author reconsiders the legacy of
children s services and examines more recent trends and challenges that have grown out of
changes in educational philosophy and information technology

Double Feature 2012-12-18

twins payton and emma are off to hollywood to star in a tv commercial but nothing goes as
planned and it may take a twin switch or two to help things work out



Times Squared 2011-01-18

identical twin sisters payton and emma mills have traded faces and created twin dentical chaos at
school and at home but you haven t seen anything yet payton and emma are off to twin vade new
york city payton s drama club plans a field trip to see an off broadway show and emma s mathletes
team will compete in an elite competition sounds twin tastic but payton never imagined the star
of the show would be ashlynn her old nemesis from summer camp whose chores payton traded
for designer clothes are payton s summer slave days coming back to haunt her or will she be saved
by a flip flop twin swap emma has her own nemesis to face she and jazmine james are on the same
team but teamwork not so much since jazmine is in it to win it will emma have to twin it payton
and emma must do a twins formation to rescue each other again and again not again toss in cute
boys crazy triplet poofy pomeranian stage puppies and new york city and things get a little twin
sane is the big city ready for payton and emma or is it emma and payton and their mixed up
mayhem which is which in the biggest twin switch yet
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Triple Trouble 2014-01-07

while continuing to switch places in middle school identical twins payton and emma compete
with triplets dexter oliver and asher at the multipalooza festival



Dreamsleeves 2012-04-01

a powerful radiant story about a girl who wears her dreams on her sleeve aislinn is a girl with a
lot of dreams but due to family issues caused mostly by her hard drinking father there s a lot
standing in her way while she should be enjoying the summer with friends aislinn is kept under
lock and key and put in charge of her younger siblings the average girl might give up but not
aislinn a person she says should write their dreams on their sleeve putting them out there for the
world to see because there s a good chance that someone might come along and help you make
your dream come true what begins as a plea for help for her father to stop drinking turns into a
spark that has the whole community making their own dreamsleeves at times heartbreaking
dreamsleeves is also surprising powerful and luminously hopeful everyone will see a little of
themselves in aislinn a girl with talent ambition and big dreams

Instructor 2006
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paths to teaching the holocaust edited by tibbi duboys is an important new book it offers
contributions by childhood middle and secondary teacher educators from various regions and
universities in the continental united states the array of material is a strength of this unique book

Jewish Book World 2006

offers comprehensive facts figures and explanations of the events people and places in the news
with original articles on recent issues and topics

Paths to Teaching the Holocaust 2008-01-01
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The World Almanac and Book of Facts, 2008 2007

the childrens book review index contains review citations to give your students and researchers
access to reviewers comments and opinions on thousands of books periodicals books on tape and
electronic media intended and or recommended for children through age 10 the volume makes it
easy to find a review by authors name book title or illustrator and fully indexes more than 600
periodicals

The Publishers Weekly 2006

who knows better than sabrina bryan of the cheetah girls what it s really like to be famous in this
addictive new novel sabrina teams up with popular author julia devillers to tell the story of an
ordinary girl with an extraordinary secret life in southern california is not at all like avery
expected she feels invisible at her new high school her parents are always working and her only
friends are on myspace if only her life was like the celebrities she reads about online when she s
mistaken on myspace for a rising pop star s assistant avery scores an invite to a glamorous
hollywood party and snaps a photo of a young starlet with her secret new beau eager to share her



juicy scoop avery starts a blog the princess of gossip and the next thing she knows she s the new
gossip girl to watch suddenly she s getting the inside scoop on celebrity sightings and designers
are sending her their hottest clothes and accessories in the hopes of scoring a mention on her blog
when avery shows up at school in her exclusive fashion swag even cecilia the most popular girl in
their class takes notice then celebutante playboy beckett howard sees avery wearing one of his
father s designs and asks her out the princess of gossip s true identity is still a secret but when the
paparazzi catch avery and beckett on a date cecilia gets jealous there s only room for one it girl at
school can the princess of gossip hold onto her crown

The Book Review Digest 2006

an estimated 1 in 110 children in the united states has autism spectrum disorder asd although the
public awareness of autism has grown significantly teens are not as educated about this subject as
they should be when accurately and positively presented literature has been shown to help the
classmates of those with asd better understand the disorder increased familiarity with the subject
will in turn help foster acceptance in autism in young adult novels an annotated bibliography
marilyn irwin annette y goldsmith and rachel applegate identify and assess teen fiction with



autism content in the first section the authors analyze how characters with asd are presented
where do they live and go to school do they have friends do they have good relationships with
their family how are they treated by others the authors also consider whether autism is accurately
presented this discussion is followed by a comprehensive bibliography of books that feature a
character identified as being on the autism spectrum the novels reviewed in this volume date as
far back as the late 1960s and include works published in the last few years as more and more
authors of young adult fiction become sensitive to asd they are featuring such characters in their
novels creating more realistic works for their readers this study will help librarians and others
collect choose evaluate and use these works to educate young adults

������ 2019-11

Children's Book Review Index 2007-08



Princess of Gossip 2008-10-07

Autism in Young Adult Novels 2015-06-17
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